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QUATRO: the new, bigger, softer LEGO® brick for young builders

Let your child have fun building a tower taller than themselves.
5356 QUATRO 50
1–3 years.

Early construction for your youngest child to enjoy.
5355 QUATRO 20
1–3 years.

Construction quickly turns HUGE when building with these big bricks
5357 QUATRO 75
1–3 years.

Bricks shown to size
Take this duck and her duckling for a walk. When you pull the string she will follow you with a quack, and the duckling will make a rattling sound. You can also bring along the other animals on the farm: the cat, the dog and the horse. Help your baby figure out how the animals are put together or mix them together to create your own creatures.

5458 Pull-Along Duck & Duckling
From 6 months.

It's fun to stack this cute, chunky elephant and his friends. You can count his friends with the help of the numbers on their backs.

5453 Baby Elephant Stacker
From 6 months.

Stack and spin this friendly giraffe, and discover all the shapes and patterns he has.

5454 Stack & Learn Giraffe
From 6 months.

Ideal toy for your baby's bathtime play. When the boat is pushed down into the water it will whistle through its chimney. Lots of splash-time fun!

5462 Bathtime Boat
6-18 months.

Explore the jungle with these friendly animals. Play peek-a-boo with the parrot and her baby, feed the crocodile with things you would like to hide, twist the snake in different directions, and play with numbers. You can also stack all the animals together and create a funny tower.

5455 Stacking Jungle Set
From 6 months.
Push the caterpillar down – and he springs back up! Stack two tiny buddies on his back and wheel him along – watch baby follow! Designed to encourage infant crawling.
5465 Bendy Caterpillar
From 6 months.

Fun flower rattle with tactile surfaces helps to develop your baby's senses. Doubles as a soothing teether.
5460 Happy Flower Rattle & Teether
3–9 months.

This fun, cheerful house contains lots of bricks in different colours and shapes to sort and stack. Stimulates your baby's hand-eye coordination.
5461 Shape Sorter House
From 6 months.

Propeller spins. Wheels turn. Imagination soars! Simply push the plane and crawl along.
5464 Play Plane
From 6 months.

Baby's first train set. Connect the cars, toot the horn, give it a push and off you go! Designed to encourage infant crawling.
5463 Play Train
From 6 months.
Help the LEGO Ville farmer with his chores. Use the winch to lift heavy objects up to the hayloft, and don’t forget to herd the animals into the barn at night! 4686 Fun Farm
2-5 years.

More of your favourite animals to care for in LEGO Ville! 4658 Farm Animals
2-5 years.

This house contains a bedroom with beds for the whole family, and a kitchen with table & chairs. 4689 Playhouse
2-5 years.

Can you help the little girl feed and water her horse on the way into LEGO Ville? 4683 Pony and Cart
2-5 years.
What would the LEGO Ville farmer do without his tractor and trailer? With it's front end loader and storage wagon this cool machine can handle any job!

4687 Tractor-Trailer
2-5 years.

Fun on the farm with big barn, tractor and all your favourite animals. Harvest the crops, lift the hay into the loft with the winch - there is always something fun to do on the farm! Can you give the farmer and his wife a helping hand?

4665 Big Farm
2-5 years.

The children of LEGO Ville love horse riding, and the stables have everything they need for riding and caring for their horses.

4690 The Stables
2-5 years.
At the post office there are always lots of parcels and letters to sort. Can you help the postman get them ready for delivery? Includes delivery van and conveyor belt trolley.

4662 Post Office
2-5 years.

Keep LEGO Ville tidy! Fill the dustbin on the back and then empty the garbage into the truck!

4659 Garbage Truck
2-5 years.
Can you help the LEGO Ville fork-lift driver pick-up and transport the pallets of goods? 4685 Fork Lift 2-5 years.

Roads can't repair themselves! Start up the stomper and get stomping! With real vibrating action. 4661 Construction Worker 2-5 years.

Have a road to mend or a load of rocks to haul? Team construction will be there in a flash with their cool dumper truck and digger. Comes with a special booklet. 4688 Team Construction From 2 years.
The LEGO Ville fire department is the greatest, and with your help the team will be able to solve any problem – quickly!

4681 Fire Truck
2-5 years.

The firemen at the LEGO Ville Fire Station are off to the rescue! Join the team and help them out! Press the button on the fire truck for real flashing light and siren!

4664 Fire Station
2-5 years.
Help the traffic policeman ensure the people of LEGO Ville drive carefully on the roads.

4680 Traffic Patrol
2-5 years.

Carry around your petrol can, big wrench and anything else you like in this sporty pickup truck with removable storage container.

4684 Pickup Truck
2-5 years.

With its 2 police officers, police car and helicopter this great police station helps keep the people of LEGO Ville safe and sound. No misbehaving or you’ll end up in jail!

4691 Police Station
2-5 years.
Discover what happens with the interactive passenger wagon. To be used with the Intelligent Train System (included with items 3325 or 3335).

3335 Intelligent Train Starter Set
3-6 years.

Go round!
2735 Curved Rails
2-5 years.
While stocks last

Go further!
2734 Straight Rails
2-5 years.
While stocks last

Change direction!
2736 Points
2-6 years.
While stocks last

Go over!
2738 Play Train Bridge
2-6 years.
While stocks last
Bring the circus to town and discover how the train works and who's on board.
2931 Push Locomotive
2-6 years.
While stocks last

Experiment and discover as you direct a railroad adventure. An excellent introduction to the idea of cause and effect.
3325 Intelligent Train Deluxe Set
3-6 years.
While stocks last
3293 Benny's Dig Set 2-5 years.

3294 Muck's Recycling Set 2-5 years.

3296 Travis and Mobile Caravan 2-5 years.

3292 Dizzy's Bridge Set 2-5 years.

3297 Scoop and Lofty at the Building Yard 2-5 years.

3295 Roley's Road Set 2-5 years.
Re-fuel in the pit lane, make repairs, win the race and transport the racing car home on its truck and trailer. This set has everything you need for a thrilling day of Formula 1 racing.

4694 Ferrari F1 Racing Team
2-5 years.
The Helicopter Rescue Unit has just returned from a mission. Help the crew carry the patient to the waiting ambulance and off to hospital as quickly as possible!

7841 Helicopter Rescue Unit
3-6 years.

The Jet Fuel Truck is a really important feature at any airport, filling up all types of planes with fuel. This one is ready and raring to go!

7842 Jet Fuel Truck
3-6 years.

Super, action-packed airport set. Check the engines in the repair shop, use the truck to pull the plane into position, load her up with the forklift, and receive clearance from the control tower. Get ready for take-off!

7840 Airport Action Set
3-6 years.
Defeat the dragon knights’ exciting hideaway. First, fight the fearsome dragon. If you get over the drawbridge, watch out for the trapdoor. Be careful: the dragon knights would love to take you prisoner!

4776 Dragon Tower 3-6 years.

Our bravest knight and faithful squire, clad in special armour, are ready to ride out to battle. Raise your sword and shield!

4775 Knight and Squire 3-6 years.

The dangerous Dragon Knight has a new secret weapon: a rolling siege tower! Can you help the Good Knight defend his rocky outpost?

4779 Defence Tower 3-6 years.

The baddies are attacking the castle with their catapult. Knights, put on your armour, and let the battle begin! Man the towers, lower the portcullis and empty the cauldron of bricks on their heads! But whatever you do, keep them away from the treasure!

4777 Knights’ Castle 3-6 years.
A crocodile, giraffe and elephant - build them separately or combine them together to create wacky new animals.

3515  African Adventures
2-5 years.

Large format plate allows children to build and expand on the world he or she has created.

2304  Large Building Plate
2-5 years.

The ideal foundation for any toddler's wildest dreams.
Pack of three.
2198  Building Plates (x3)
2-5 years.

A huge amount of bricks, all contained in a handy storage bucket.
4085  Brick Bucket Large
2-5 years.

A variety of shapes and colours toddlers can use to create a world of their own.

2242  Brick Starters
2-5 years.

Lots of bricks, all contained in their own storage bucket.

4080  Brick Bucket Small
2-5 years.
4821
Princess Horse and Carriage
3-6 years.

4822
Princess Bedroom
3-6 years.

4820
Princess Palace
3-6 years.
Build your own Hans Christian Andersen fairytale with LEGO® BELVILLE™

Let the Little Mermaid go for a ride on her best friend, the seahorse, or have tea with Thumbelina. Which is your favourite Hans Christian Andersen fairytale?!
5942 Pop Studio
From 5 years.

5858 The Golden Palace
From 5 years.

5944 Cat Show
From 5 years.

5941 Riding School
From 5 years.

5940 Doll's House
From 5 years.
CLIKITS™ is a new way to make and remake stylish products to wear, display or share. You can create smart accessories for yourself, your friends or your room - and then change them whenever you want. It's fun and easy to do - just "click" - Click it your way!

For 2005 the hot news is:
- New colours - introducing lavender, black, white and mint green
- New jewellery - introducing chunky bracelets
- New room décor - introducing magnets
- New accessories - introducing a cosmetic bag

7534 Sunny Daze Jewels & Key Ring
From 6 years.

7533 Dots 'n' Hearts Jewels & Key Ring
From 6 years.

7527 Pretty in Pink Beauty Set
From 6 years.
7535 Hip-to-be-Square Jewels & Key Ring
From 6 years.

7536 Cool Magnets Set
From 6 years.

7523 Cool Clip 'n' Comb Set
From 6 years.

7537 Retro Chic Wash Bag
From 6 years.
Lights up to the beat!

7542 Flashin' Fashion Frame
From 6 years.

7540 Friends 4-Ever
Jewels 'n' More
From 6 years.

4874 Cool Friend Notes
From 6 years.

4875 Best Friend Bangles & Rings
From 6 years.

4876 Best Friend Hair Bands
From 6 years.
7541 Friendship Frames ‘n’ Notes
From 6 years.

7557 CLIKITS™ Collections
From 6 years.

7558 CLIKITS™ Collections
From 6 years.

7559 CLIKITS™ Collections
From 6 years.

7538 Totally CLIKITS™
Fashion Bag and Accessories!
From 6 years.
7525
Sunshine Picture Stand
From 6 years.

7528
Designer Desk Set
From 6 years.

7524
Glamour Girl Purse
From 6 years.

7529
Sunny Stationery Set
From 6 years.
7530
Starry Decoration Set
From 6 years.

7526
My Starry Notes
From 6 years.

7531
The Ultimate Jewellery Collection
From 6 years.
Now that's a good idea!

LEGO® Creator sets are packed with lots of bricks – and a host of fun ideas for building different things. Every set contains an Idea Book with building instructions and as many as 110 ideas.

And by the time you have played your way through so many great ideas, you'll have thought of a 100 more!
4105 Imagine and Build
From 4 years.

4407 Transportation
From 4 years.

4410 Build and Create
From 4 years.

4103 Fun with Bricks
From 4 years.

628 Building Plate
(48 x 48 studs)
From 3 years.

626 Green Building Plate
(32 x 32 studs)
From 3 years.
What will you make?

The exciting LEGO® Designer Sets include lots of cool models to build. Each set also contains an idea book packed with inspiring suggestions and instructions for creating lots of different models. But that's only the start. Combine your own great ideas with the creative potential of LEGO bricks to make thousands of different creations: models to play with, models to show to your friends, and models no-one else can make. If you have a great idea – build it!
4506 Deep-Sea Predators
From 6 years.

4505 Sea Machines
From 6 years.

4094 Motor Movers
From 7 years.

4507 Prehistoric Creatures
From 7 years.

4888 Sea Explorers
From 7 years.

4884 Wild Hunters
From 6 years.

new 2005

9 Instructions + 12 Ideas

9 Instructions + 11 Ideas

6 Instructions + 11 Ideas

6 Instructions + 14 Ideas

50 cm

www.LEGO.com/create
You're in charge: With this giant dump truck, you can transport anything! A massive tipping flatbed for super-heavy loads, huge rugged tyres for the toughest terrain, and two cool minifigure construction workers.

7344 Dump Truck
From 5 years.

Get prepared for a fast race! Take up the challenge and don't forget your lifejacket. You have the coolest and fastest speedboat of all time. The boat really floats and a motor is included. So, let's get going!

7244 Speedboat
From 5 years.
LEGO® City – great new products with all the fun action you know from the street

Live out the excitement of being a policeman, a fireman or a construction worker!
The models are designed for easy building and instant play action – ready for kids aged 5+

- 7214 Fire Car From 5 years.
- 7238 Fire Helicopter From 5 years.
- 7239 Fire Truck From 5 years.
- 7236 Police Car From 5 years.
- 7237 Police Station From 5 years.
- 7235 Police Motorcycle From 5 years.
- 7240 Fire Station From 5 years.
- 7245 Prisoner Transport From 5 years.
This chopper can handle any situation! Its powerful spotlight is great at lighting up the dark sea at night and if the crew can’t complete the mission straight away, they can drop an orange buoy from their cargo bay and come back later. The winch is used to lower a stretcher and pull it up again with an injured person. Mount the wheel on the zip line and one of the crew can slide to the rescue!

7044 Rescue Chopper
From 7 years.

Someone has called the control centre for help and, quick as a flash, this fast firefighter is on the scene. Open the hatch on the front deck and a pivoting water canon appears. You can start putting out the fire immediately while you wait for assistance from the Fire Command Craft #7046.

7043 Firefighter
From 6 years.

The powerful engines in this craft ensure a stable ride even in rough seas. Open the stern and let one of the crew navigate the rubber dinghy nearer to the emergency. The mother ship is equipped with three rotating water canons and if you open the bridge you can help the captain work his advanced navigation equipment. Or go below deck where the crew store their tools and relax in between missions.

7046 Fire Command Craft
From 7 years.

7042 Dune Patrol
From 6 years.
The cargo train has just picked up the last load from the pick up truck and is ready to depart. Set includes track, cargo train and a transformer that controls the speed and direction of the train.

**4512 Cargo Train**
From 8 years.

- **4519 Cross Track**
  From 7 years.

- **4531 Points**
  From 7 years.

- **4516 Straight Rails (8)**
  From 7 years.

- **4520 Curved Rails (8)**
  From 7 years.

All aboard! Find your seat in the high speed train and enjoy the ride on the turntable and mountain track as you travel around.

**4511 High Speed Train**
From 8 years.

The heavy-duty cargo crane unloads the truck and quickly loads the cargo ready to transfer it to the next train which will arrive any minute.

**4514 Cargo Crane**
From 7 years.

**4526 Grand Central Station**
From 8 years.

Grand Central Station has amazing facilities for passengers - a ticket deck, food court, elevator, place restaurant and a platform with a train controller. Next train in 8 minutes. Track it.
Steal the map – Find the treasure

Many years ago, two young brothers fought over a treasure map, and each brother ended up with half of the map. Now the lads have grown up to become Pirate Captains and each commands his own crew.
Join Captain Redbeard and Captain Kragg on their many adventures as they try to outwit each other, steal back the other half of the map, and set sail to find the legendary lost treasure of Don Cortez!
7072 Captain Kragg’s Pirate Boat
From 4 years.

7074 Skull Island
From 4 years.

7070 Catapult Raft
From 4 years.

7071 Treasure Island
From 4 years.
WE HAVE A CODE ALPHA!

THE SUPER VILLAIN OGEL HAS LAUNCHED ICE ORBS TO FREEZE AND TAKE OVER THE WORLD. NOW IT'S UP TO THE COURAGEOUS ALPHA TEAM™ TO USE THEIR SPECIAL AGENT SKILLS AND THE NEW RANGE OF HIGHLY ADVANCED VEHICLES TO DETECT AND DEACTIVATE THE ICE ORBS, OUTSMART OGEL, AND SAVE THE WORLD.

4748
Ogel's Mountain Fortress
From 8 years.
While stocks last

4742
Chill Speeder
From 6 years.

THE NEW CUTTING-EDGE ALPHA TEAM VEHICLES CAN OPERATE IN Icy AND HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS, TRANSFORMING FROM ONE MODEL TO ANOTHER IN JUST A FEW MOVES!
4744  
Tundra Tracker  
From 7 years.

4745  
Blue Eagle versus Snow Crawler  
From 7 years.  
While stocks last

4746  
Mobile Command Centre  
From 8 years.  
While stocks last

4743  
Ice Blade  
From 7 years.
Capture the Fortress.
Save the Kingdom!

Vladek’s back – more powerful than ever! From his fearsome Dark Fortress he plans to use his evil magic to take over the Kingdom of Morcia! Only our four hero knights, equipped with powerful, new armour, swords, shields and fighting functions, can stop him. They must find the Dark Fortress and help King Mathias and his Morcian Army capture it in a final epic battle!

Join the exciting world of knights with the new awesome action figures and dynamic new play sets from LEGO® KNIGHTS’ KINGDOM™.

8794 Sir Santis
From 6 years.

8792 Sir Juyko
From 6 years.

8795 Lord Vladek
From 6 years.

8791 Sir Danju
From 6 years.

8793 Sir Rascus
From 6 years.
Vladek's fearsome Dark Fortress threatens the kingdom! Can our hero Knights lower the drawbridge, knock down Vladek's evil mask and capture the fortress?!

8877 Vladek's Dark Fortress
From 8 years.
LEGO Knights Kingdom

8779 The Grand Tournament
From 7 years.

8875 King's Siege Tower
From 6 years.

8781 Castle of Morcia
From 7 years.

8777 Vladek Encounter
From 5 years.

8778 Border Ambush
From 6 years.
8780  Citadel of Orlan
From 7 years.

8873  Fireball Catapult
From 6 years.

8874  Battle Wagon
From 6 years.

8876  Scorpion Prison Cave
From 7 years.

new 2005

new 2005

www.LEGO.com/knights
It's the final chapter in the most incredible movie saga of all time! The LEGO® Star Wars™ 2005 assortment features fantastic starships, deadly villains and lightsabers that really light up. These models are more authentic and more exciting than ever before! With LEGO Star Wars, you control the fate of the galaxy!

Anakin Skywalker pilots his Jedi starfighter in a fierce space battle against the Separatist's vulture droids. Only a master of the Force can defeat these fearsome opponents, but does Anakin have what it takes to triumph? Includes Anakin Skywalker.

7256 Jedi StarFighter™ & Vulture Droid™
From 7 years.

The famous starfighter of the Empire is back! What the TIE Fighter lacks in armour plating, it makes up for with incredible speed and twin turbolasers. Darth Vader's red lightsaber really lights up!

Includes TIE Pilot and Darth Vader with light-up lightsaber.

7263 TIE Fighter™
From 7 years.

New feature!
7263 features Darth Vader with a light-up lightsaber.
Activate the lightsaber and battle for the fate of the galaxy.
Experience the most memorable scenes from Star Wars in this exciting new video game covering the entire story of Anakin Skywalker's fall to the dark side - complete with action-packed lightsaber duels and dynamic space ship battles!

9 More Episode III products to come in April 2005!
Han Solo’s battle-scarred cargo vessel has been modified to fit his needs to be a fast tough smuggling vessel. Han’s Millennium Falcon is an awesome 27 meters long. Now you can build a smaller version of the fastest ship in the galaxy which is still most impressive. Open the hull for access to the interior of the ship or to release the escape pod onboard. Open the cockpit to let the pilot out and lower the gangway for the rest of the crew. Take off the hull plate and place a pilot in the seat for control of the movable gun turret. Set contains Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess Leia, C-3PO and a Snowtrooper. Combine this set with #4483 AT-AT and #4500 Snowspeeder to recreate the Battle of Hoth, or with #10023 to fly to Cloud City or with #10131 TIE Collection to re-create Lando’s mission to destroy the Death Star. The possibilities are endless.

4504 Millennium Falcon
From 9 years.
Luke leaves Hoth in his X-wing Fighter in search of the planet Dagobah and the great Jedi Master Yoda. Build and fly this revised and even more accurate X-wing fighter, but look out for the swamp! It may take a visit to Yoda’s hut to learn the powers of the force for you to help Luke and R2-D2 to raise the X-wing. Set contains Luke Skywalker, R2-D2 and Yoda. 

4502 X-wing Fighter™  
From 8 years.

Jump on board this fast snowspeeder and race over the icy surface of Hoth! Are you good enough to trip up the awesome AT-AT with your harpoon and tow cable? Combine this set with #4483 AT-AT and #4504 Millennium Falcon to recreate the Battle of Hoth. Set contains Luke Skywalker and Dack Ralter. 

4500 Rebel Snowspeeder™  
From 7 years.
Hermione is a frequent visitor in Hagrid's cozy hut. Go with her past the pumpkin patch, open the hut, and see how Hagrid lives! Pull out the fireplace and see what is in the secret hiding-place behind it. Could the spider living in the closet be a grandchild of the giant Aragog?

4754 Hagrid's Hut
From 7 years.

Professor Dumbledore welcomes you to Hogwarts™ School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Open the gate and see how the door slides up while the pendulum swings in time with the big clock! Watch out when you climb the moving stairs on your way to see Harry, Ron and Hermione in the Gryffindor Tower - you never know if the staircase will shift and you will end up in Professor Trelawney's classroom or the Owtery instead! Two Dementors are guarding the entrance to the Hogwarts grounds!

4757 Hogwarts™ Castle
From 8 years.
After Harry’s dramatic departure from Privet Drive, the frightening sight of the Grim scares him off his feet and onto his back! Luckily, the triple-decker purple Knight Bus” arrives to pick Harry up, but the conductor drives so quickly that the beds slide back and forth!

4755 Knight Bus™
From 7 years.

4753 Sirius Black’s Escape
From 7 years. While stocks last

Harry and Ron are looking forward to their third year at Hogwarts but their first meeting with a Dementor™ frightens them both! Luckily Professor Lupin is also on the Hogwarts Express! Lift off the roof of the passenger wagon to play inside or check out what is hidden in the secret compartment under the boiler of the train play set.

4758 Hogwarts™ Express
From 8 years.

Dare you join Harry on a visit to the Shrieking Shack, the most haunted building in all of England? Secret doors and traps are everywhere! Animagi even transform from wizards to animals with the use of the LEGO® figure transformer! To return to Hogwarts™ in a hurry, go through the trapdoor in the floor of the Honeypot Utopia candy shop and you are on your way!

4756 Shrieking Shack
From 8 years. While stocks last.
LEGO SPORTS

Great stadium - great action - great fun! Enjoy the thrills and spills of real football with amazing diving goalies and midfielders who can dribble past the opposition. It's as realistic as it gets!

3420 Championship Challenge II
From 7 years.

Whether you are into football, ice hockey or basketball, there's plenty of action to be found in the LEGO® Sports Arenas. Who's going to win this time?!

3431 Streetball 2 vs. 2
From 7 years.
While stocks last

3432 NBA Challenge
From 7 years.
While stocks last

3578 NHL Championship Challenge
From 7 years.

3579 NHL Street Hockey
From 7 years.

www.LEGO.com/SPORTS
the vikings are coming...
fall 2005
Stripped of their powers are the Toa spinning out of control?!

The Toa have yet to Fulfil their destiny. Returning to the city of Metru Nui, they have to rescue the hibernating Matoran left behind in the coliseum.

They thought they knew the streets of the city; they thought the rescue would be an easy task. But they were wrong...

Something has happened in Metru Nui: the sun has been blocked out by a thick green mist, and the city streets are enveloped in darkness – darkness made more frightening by strange, oozing webs criss-crossing the city as far as the eye can see. What has happened? What new menace must the Toa face?

Suspended between Good and Evil, you must decide whether you want to be a hero or a beast.

BIONICLE® – Spin your destiny!
In the new blockbuster DVD and video release, can the Toa Metru stop the powers of darkness taking control of the city for all eternity?!
The most formidable enemies, Vohtarak charge at their foes, and fire venom spinners from their lethal pincers – the poison paralysis instantly! 8742 Visorak Vohtarak From 7 years.

Suukorak prefer to strike from behind cover, launching spinners with a shock venom that sends an electrical charge through the target. 8747 Visorak Suukorak From 7 years.

Fastest of the Visorak, Boggarak hunt while skimming across the surface of rivers and lakes. The venom in their spinners makes victims swell up and float to the surface – easy targets to capture! 8743 Visorak Boggarak From 7 years.

5 great combination models:
8742+8744+8746, 8743+8745+8747,
8742+8744, 8743+8747, and 8745+8746

Roporak attack over long distances, launching a type of spinner that drains energy from its target on impact. 8745 Visorak Roporak From 7 years.

Powerful and fearless, Oohnorak surround their targets as a pack and use spinners to numb them, making it easy to ensnare them in their webs. 8744 Visorak Oohnorak From 7 years.

Unpredictable and bizarre, the Keelerak use seemingly random leaps and dodges to avoid spinners. Their own spinners contain a corrosive acid-like venom. 8746 Visorak Keelerak From 7 years.
Toa Whenua Hordika must choose between helping his fellow Toa and saving what remains of the Archives from the Visorak.
8738 Toa Whenua Hordika
From 7 years.

Toa Onewa Hordika is about to discover that, no matter how strong he might be in his new form, there are things far more powerful roaming the Metru Nui night.
8739 Toa Onewa Hordika
From 7 years.

Stripped of his mask and elemental powers, Toa Vakama Hordika must rely on his fire spinners as he embarks upon the darkest and most dangerous adventure of his life.
8736 Toa Vakama Hordika
From 7 years.

Toa Matau Hordika hates his new life as half-Toa half-beast, and must learn that what is in your heart matters more than your appearance.
8740 Toa Matau Hordika
From 7 years.

As his Rahi side takes over, Njü discovers an ability to communicate with flying creatures.
8741 Toa Njü Hordika
From 7 years.

Toa Nokama Hordika discovers a new world of possibilities after her transformation, and is not sure she ever wants to go back to being a Toa Metru!
8737 Toa Nokama Hordika
From 7 years.

5 fascinating combination models
8736+8738+8740, 8737+8739+8741,
8736+8738, 8737+8741, and 8739+8740
**BIONICLE**

**METRU NUVA**

**Rhotuka Spinners**
- 8748 Rhotuka Spinners
  - From 7 years.

**Toa Iruini**
- Uses his cyclone spear to save his friends from the Visorak.
- 8762 Toa Iruini
  - From 7 years.

**Rahaga Iruini**
- Uses his lava spear and Rhotuka spinner launcher.
- 8763 Toa Norik
  - From 7 years.

**Rahaga Pouks**
- 4869 Rahaga Pouks
  - From 6 years.

**Powerfull Spinnerfunktion in all models**

**Rahaga Gaaki**
- 4868 Rahaga Gaaki
  - From 6 years.

**Rahaga Bomonga**
- 4878 Rahaga Bomonga
  - From 6 years.

**Rahaga Norik**
- 4877 Rahaga Norik
  - From 6 years.

**new 2005**

**new 2005**

**new 2005**

**The Rahaga!**

Each of these brave, small creatures uses its Rhotuka Spinners in a special way to catch Rahi. Not to harm them, but rather to warn and protect the Rahi from the evil Visorak.
Long considered a myth, the Rahi called Keetongu is the Toa Hordika's only hope of ever returning to their original forms. His powerful spinners have the ability to counteract those of any other being.

8755 Keetongu
From 8 years.

BIONICLE®
“Maze of Shadows”

Play the heroic Toa Metru in this exciting new game based on the best-selling BIONICLE® novel Maze of Shadows. The Toa must carry out their most dangerous mission to save the life of Toa Nokama! Challenge hordes of Rahi and one of the most powerful entities in the BIONICLE universe in this new game for GameBoy Advance!

Build these three amazing combination models!
8755+8756+8761,
8755+8756, and
8755+8761

King of the Visorak, Sidorak rules with an iron claw and his powerful obedience spinners. But in truth he is merely a pawn of his queen, Roodaka, in her plot to free Makuta.

8756 Sidorak
From 8 years.

Merciless and sly, Queen Roodaka rules the Visorak at Sidorak's side, and secretly plots to free Makuta. Her venom spinners can cause instant and permanent mutation of anyone they strike.

8761 Roodaka
From 8 years.
Pick your favourite Tiny Turbo and go racing!

A new range of awesome LEGO® Racers is ready to hit the streets. Check out the cool new designs with their huge engines, masses of chrome, fab graphics and big spoilers. The racers can also be combined to create some amazing 8-wheeled monster trucks.

8641 Flame Glider
From 6 years.

8642 Monster Crusher
From 6 years.

8643 Power Cruiser
From 6 years.

8644 Street Maniac
From 6 years.

8655 RX-Sprinter
From 6 years.

8656 F6 Truck
From 6 years.

8657 ATR 4
From 6 years.

8658 Big Bling Wheelie
From 6 years.

Hot speedster in its own cool wheel-box, which you can take anywhere!
8647 Night Racer
From 7 years.

8650 Furious Slammer Racer
From 8 years.

8648 Buzz Saw
From 7 years.

8646 Speed Slammer Bike
From 8 years.

8645 Muscle Slammer Bike
From 8 years.
LEGO RACERS

8649 Nitro Menace
From 10 years.

8651 Jumping Giant
From 8 years.

8381 - 8383, + 8385
From 7 years.
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8385 Exo Stealth

8383 Nitro Terminator

8382 Hot Buster

8381 Exo Raider

pull-back motor x2
Power to the RCs!

It’s the ultimate high-performance RC racer! The sheer power of this machine is awesome, and let’s you race in mud, gravel, grass – you name it! A groundbreaking new LEGO building system lets you customise your racer; set it up with low suspension for high-speed action, or with high suspension for extreme off-road conditions. Comes with three channels and a cool gear changing option. Batteries and charger included.

8369 Dirt Crusher RC
From 9 years.

Get those wheels spinning with this awesome radio-controlled racer! With its big rugged tyres and cool design, this speed demon will lead the pack in any racing challenge. Off-road racer or monster truck – you can build the Red Beast RC any way you like!

8378 Red Beast RC
From 8 years.

www.LEGO.com/racers
Join the best Formula 1 team in the world!

You are hereby invited into the legendary world of Ferrari Formula 1 racing. Be the Ferrari top engineer and build the cool Formula 1 racer or feel the adrenaline pumping during a 6.9 second pit stop.

Here's your chance to become a true champion and celebrate victory on the podium with your teammates Michael Schumacher and Rubens Barrichello. So jump into the racing seat, rev up the V10 engine, and burn some rubber!
Can you build "real" machines?

With LEGO® Technic you create cool models with a lot of powerful, realistic functions. Learn how to make steering systems, pneumatic pumps, propellers and pistons – just like in real machines!
8455 Backhoe Loader
From 11 years. While stocks last

55 cm

8453 Front End Loader
From 8 years.

8419 Excavator
From 8 years.
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8418 Mini Loader
From 7 years.
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8441 Forklift Truck
7-99 years.

www.LEGO.com
8436
Truck
From 10 years.

8433
Cool Movers
From 7 years

8420
Street Bike
From 9 years.

new
2005

47 cm
CREATE ROBOTS
 YOU CAN BRING TO LIFE AND CONTROL

1. BUILD
To see your ideas come to life, combine the RCX microcomputer with over 700 LEGO® elements, motors, touch sensors, and a light sensor. The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as a brain of your robotic invention.

2. PROGRAM
Use your PC, the Robotic Invention System software, and the RCX to create programs that control your robot’s behaviour. The easy-to-use programming language contains “Big Block” commands such as “Forward” and “Turn Left” to get you up and running quickly. Additional features such as control editors, branches, and variables, allow for more advanced programming.

3. RUN
Activate your robot and watch it take on a life of its own!

Create robots that do what you want them to do. This new version of the Robotics Invention System introduces the next generation of robotics programming. The CD-ROM includes more than 25 exciting projects that let you build and program robotic inventions to perform tasks as varied as following a straight line, creating a burglar alarm, or drawing a picture. At the heart of your inventions is the RCX, a programmable microcomputer that reacts to its environment via touch sensors, light sensors and motors. Includes RCX microcomputer, CD-ROM with RCX Code and project ideas, USB Infra-red Transmitter, Constructopedia building guide, touch and light sensors, motors, gears and more than 700 LEGO elements. PC requirements: Windows 98/ME, Intel Pentium 233 MHz or higher processor, USB port, 32 MB of RAM.

3804
Robotics Invention System 2.0
From 12 years.

www.LEGO.com/MINDSTORMS
Looking for a specific LEGO® brick, service item or set that you can’t find anywhere? Go to www.LEGOshop.com!

Convenient shopping, a huge selection, exclusive items, and customer satisfaction – come to LEGOshop.com: it’s lots of fun and couldn’t be easier!

Order you LEGO Shop at Home catalogue – go to www.LEGOshop.com or dial freephone 00-800-5346-1111.
Imagine a land that’s dedicated to children. A land that inspires adventure, excitement and fun, where the entertainment is hands-on and children are in control. This is LEGOLAND® Windsor - a different sort of family theme park.

Don’t miss experiencing our 5 new rides and attractions and enjoy favourites like Jungle Coaster, Driving School and Pirate Falls. LEGOLAND Windsor, set in 150 acres of beautiful parkland, offers a full and exciting day out for children aged 2 - 12 and their families.

It is more fun than you can imagine!